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SA’s Covid-19 response just got weirder – Brian
Pottinger
28th March 2022 by Editor BizNews

Veteran South African journalist, Brian Pottinger, asks some very searching

questions here, sparked by what seems to be SA’s most absurd anti-Covid-19 measure

yet. That is the branding of SARSCoV2 as a ‘Group 3 Hazardous Biological Agent’,
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which widens the scope of employers to enforce vaccine mandates in spite of an

early clutch of vaccine-mandate-favouring CCMA rulings. Like many good

journalists, Pottinger goes to motive and doesn’t like the conclusions he reaches.

First, however, he paints what appears to be a convincing context, complete with

examples of governments abusing their powers by putting the fear of death into their

populations. Add to this what we’ve learnt along the way and how our authoritarian

response blindly follows the global pack and we’re looking at a darker narrative: a

pandemic management history rotten with dishonesty at every level. Maybe that’s

why the going has got even weirder, posits Pottinger. – Chris Bateman

Vaccine mandates just got weirder

By Brian Pottinger* 

Amid all the justi�ed public rage, suspicion and ridicule about the latest �asco of

the amended Covid-19 regulations, the most alarming aspect seems to have

slipped by almost unnoticed. President Cyril Ramaphosa’s government has

unprecedently branded SARSCoV2 a Group 3 Hazardous Biological Agent, thus

giving wide powers to employers to force their workers to be vaccinated against

an expiring coronavirus in the last stages of a dying guided panic.

Brian Pottinger
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Prior to the Gazette on 16 March 2022, Business Unity South Africa (BUSA) had

quietly indicated they would no longer seek a Constitutional Court ruling on the

legality of forcing employees to be vaccinated under duress. They knew what was

coming and probably did not want a judgment anyway. They rolled over, were

typically complicit.

Section 43 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1993 (Act No 85 of 1993) was

designed to protect workers in businesses where hazardous biological agents are

“produced, processed, used, handled, stored or transported”. Incredibly, this

provision has now been applied to an endemic coronavirus and extended to all

employees everywhere.

https://www.greengazette.co.za/notices/occupational-health-and-safety-

act-1993-hazardous-biological-agents-regulations_20220316-

GGR-46051-01887.pdf

The decision might yet prove one of the most fateful of President Ramaphosa’s

deeply challenged presidency and a test of the good faith of South Africa’s big

employers during the last two years. Nothing better indicates President

Ramaphosa’s insistence, and that of his rapidly narrowing and secretive band of

advisers, to force mandatory vaccines come what may. Why?

Let us quickly summarise what we have gathered about the SARSCoV2 outbreak of

2020 and its symptoms known as Covid-19.

We know the death and infection projections of the scienti�c academic scientists

who got us all locked up were wildly, maliciously and fantastically wrong.

Professor Mark Wodehouse, one of the top advisers to the UK Government during

the initial panic, described them in his jaw-dropping book, The Year the World

Went Mad (Sandstone), as not remotely plausible. 
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We have learnt that data collected by the World Health Organisation (WHO) and

its reporting agencies was manipulated to exaggerate infections and deaths. In

many countries those statistics are now being quali�ed, revised down or

disclaimed. Go check the WHO’s dashboard.

https://apps.who.int/iris/handle/10665/333752

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/12/28/covid-hospital-data-should-

treated-caution-many-patients-admitted/

https://covid19.who.int/info

We know excess deaths, once all allocated to Covid-19, have proven to be equal

only to a severe decadal coronavirus when controlled for natural mortality

growth, misdiagnosis, routine excess winter deaths and the huge number of

collateral deaths caused by the criminal withdrawal or delay of medical cover to

the public, ostensibly to serve the Covid-19 patients who never arrived. These

friendly-�re deaths are now quanti�able through the huge increases in non-

Covid-19 insurance death claims.

https://www.healthleadersmedia.com/payer/rise-non-covid-19-deaths-hits-life-

insurers

And we know the status of PCR and RT-PCR testing kits, the go-to tool supporting

the narrative of mass species extinction, was withdrawn for emergency use by the

US Federal Drug Agency (FDA) in July last year and from 1 January this year, the

CDC no longer uses them. Research showed they were unreliable indicators of

infection. South African authorities insist on still using the kits. Why?

https://www.cdc.gov/csels/dls/locs/2021/07-21-2021-lab-alert-

Changes_CDC_RT-PCR_SARS-CoV-2_Testing_1.html 
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Professor John Ionnidis of Stanford University Maryland researched 61 studies of

sero-prevalence, an analytical system based on measuring the pathogen level in a

population through blood serum as opposed to cooked of�cial stats and �awed

test kits. His report put the global infection fatality rate (IFR) at 0.15%, equal to the

Asian Flu Pandemic of 1957 or the Hong Kong Flu outbreak of 1968, which the

species evidently survived without extraordinary measures. It was 0.05% for those

younger than 70 years old, less than a common �u. Since then, fatality rates have

dropped even further as milder forms of the virus naturally and predictably evolve.

No credible scienti�c challenge has been raised to his �ndings.

https://www.scienceopen.com/document?vid=1cce1fd4-60fb-

4b6e-8a16-25d9da476605

https://www.who.int/bulletin/online_�rst/BLT.20.265892.pdf

Now let us get to vaccines.

First, we were told the immunity offered by the vaccines was more potent than

natural infection. Then it was not, but perhaps equal. Next, we were told the

vaccines would prevent infections. Then they would not: patently, because some

of the most highly vaccinated countries showed the highest reinfection.

Now we are told, most recently by President Ramaphosa, the scienti�c evidence

shows they reduce the intensity of infection and likely death. Really? The

evidence, in fact, shows the data is not controlled for age and cause of death or

time since last inoculation nor, critically, for a decline in fatalities due to a

naturally and predictably diminishing pathogenic intensity of the evolving virus.

Again, we are told we need 70 per cent population vaccination to reach national

immunity. Then we are told it is not enough that 80 per cent of us have in fact

been infected. 
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Intriguingly, no manufacturer of these treatments calls their product a vaccine:

that would breach the trade practice and drug control regulations in every

jurisdiction in the world. Only the promoters of the of�cial narrative, including the

South African Government, mainstream media and employers continue to mislead.

The containment measures adopted by panicked governments, ours included,

have veered from the ludicrous to the catastrophic. A credible trination research

project published last month by researchers at Johns Hopkins, Lund University

and the Danish Centre for Political Studies shows total lock-downs with all their

devastating consequences prevented at most 0.2% of deaths compared to simply

trusting people to do the right thing. Boris Johnson’s lot, according to the

research, caused untold and lasting economic, social, political and psychological

damage to save at most 100 lives. South Africa had one of the most severe

lockdowns in the world. For what?

https://sites.krieger.jhu.edu/iae/�les/2022/01/A-Literature-Review-and-Meta-

Analysis-of-the-Effects-of-Lockdowns-on-COVID-19-Mortality.pdf

The United States Supreme Court, on 13 January 2022, ruled that only Congress

can mandate compulsory vaccination and not the Occupational Safety and Health

Administration’s Emergency Standard on Vaccination (OSHA ETS), thus opening

the possibility of humungous lawsuits by employees forced under duress to get

the shot, a signal warning to South African employers as to what will happen when

the Constitutional Court certainly reverses these unconstitutional regulations by

inferior legal bodies enacting administrative law.

https://www.natlawreview.com/article/us-supreme-court-rules-vaccine-

mandates-osha-and-cms

Austria hastily scrapped its compulsory vaccination laws after a month as illegal

and unworkable. Across the world, Covid-19 restrictions and vaccine mandates are
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being repealed in their entirety. Only six per cent of South Africans in a recent

City Press poll supported tougher measures and other research showed a strong

opposition amongst particularly Africans to compulsory vaccinations.

Investors in P�zer and Moderna, meanwhile, are dumping their shares and

heading for the hills: moneymen can unerringly sense when a good party is about

to turn into a very, very nasty one.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/14/moderna-p�zer-stocks-fall-as-omicron-

covid-wave-subsides-in-us-.html

In short, the orthodox version of the SARSCoV2 outbreak as historical

epidemiology, virology and pandemic control is in piratical tatters.

Yet, incredibly and despite this long litany of bad science and worse faith during

the SARSCoV2 outbreak, the memo seems not to have reached President

Ramaphosa. His authoritarian new regulations now seek to hardwire arbitrary and

dictatorial powers into the future life of the country on the back of a

comprehensively and maliciously misrepresented viral outbreak. Why?

His government’s almost instinctive inclination to do the wrong thing at the wrong

time may be one answer. A natural desire to hold onto all autocratic levers

possible as we head for the usual violent turbulence of another democratic ANC

internal leadership contest, may be the other.

After all, if the Chinese can use a suspiciously fortuitous Covid-19 resurgence to

speci�cally target a secessionist Hong Kong, cripple high-tech supply routes to

the west out of Shenzhen, close �nancial markets in Shanghai and lock up the

cheeky Uyghurs and Tibetans, all just as China controversially supports an

embattled ally against the West, what grand possibilities exist for us in the use of

the terror brand here.
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But there is another possible, darker reason for this madness. In a country where

the biggest cause of death is the Big C – Corruption – and one with a pandemic

management history rotten with dishonesty at every level, we are entitled to ask

what lies behind these series of bizarre and irrational decisions and proposals.

The developing world has historically been the dumping ground for obsolete,

surplus and redundant medicines by a pharmaceutical sector not always famed for

its adherence to ethical practice. There are plenty of vaccines around urgently

seeking recipients as developed world nations wind down their demand, patents

are challenged and investors �ee (not to mention the National Treasury wanting

to know what the government is going to do about all those unused expiring

vaccines and the R1.2bn Covid-19 emergency reception centre that nobody used).

Will we become just another dreary developing world example of bought markets

and sold consumers?

The biomedical market, more than most, is full of incestuous self-serving and

vested interests. We know the familiar cycle: pharmaceutical companies pay for

the research which identi�es the diseases which gets the researchers appointed

as advisers to governments who pass the laws which force the public to buy the

cures. Press repeat. No conspiracy here: just good business. Are we sure our

public policy decision-making has been free of such in�uences at the highest

levels?

Catastrophic �nancial, social and political damage has been done to our society by

the imposition of irrelevant, western-derived containment solutions by our ‘Me

Too’ and one-size-�t-all epidemiological and virological advisers and their

sponsors.

South African society is in a brittle and volatile mood; insurrection, as we know, is

not notional. Does President Ramaphosa really want to impose draconian
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measures to combat an expiring virus in a way that will introduce a modern-day

apartheid between the rich and employed, who are predominantly vaccinated, and

the poor and unemployed, who are not? Is he willing to strike resonance with the

bitterest living memory for many South Africans; bits of paper telling one where

one can or cannot go in one’s own country, who can be employed and who not?

And for what? For whom?

There is only one way to �nally get to the truth of this most extraordinary

moment in modern history, our medieval moment. Science and the mainstream

media have patently failed us. The courts must judge on these measures. The

government must also appoint a judicial commission of inquiry to investigate the

nature of the outbreak, its management, the key players involved and their

interests, victims, bene�ciaries, lessons and above all, the conduct of the

biomedical sciences and big business over the last two years.

• Author’s declaration. The writer is a journalist and author. He has no interest in

any biomedical enterprise and has never received any inducement or bene�t

from one. He does not belong to any organisation related to Covid-19 nor to any

vax or anti-vax institution or to any political party. He has waived all fees for

articles or podcasts on Covid-19 and the royalties from his book, States of Panic

and the New Medieval, are used to defray the costs of publication.

Read also: 

• Taking on the dominant Covid-19 narrative – Brian Pottinger

• Brian Pottinger explains why Covid-19 is now “in expiry phase – following a

predictable path”

• Brian Pottinger: Covid-19’s moment of truth arrives
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Cyril Ramaphosa: The Audio Biography

Get the Audiobook

Listen to the story of Cyril Ramaphosa's rise to presidential power, narrated by our very own

Alec Hogg.

Narration by Alec Hogg 
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Colleen Aldous • 6 days ago

Internationally, the skullduggery of so many of my "scientific" colleagues has resulted in the public

having no faith in science anymore. As a scientist, without any funding, this makes me sad,

because true science serves society; that's what we define it as - a servant to society to be

custodians of and improve our well-being and the that of the planet. However, these "commercial"

scientists have used our faith in science to dupe us, by decreeing with incredible confidence that

their interpretations of science as the only correct ones, and all others are wrong. An example of

how science has been used to mislead: In the I-TECH trial, ivermectin was effective against death

with a p = 0.09 with three people dying in the ivermectin arm and 10 in the standard of care arm.

However the conclusion of the paper states that ivermectin is ineffective against progression to

severe disease, which was apparently their primary outcome of interest. What the p = 0.09 means

is that we can be 91% certain that the results are not a coincidence. However, the commercial

scientists will have us believe that anything under a p = 0.05 is not statistically significant. P = 0.05,

which means we can be 95% certain that an outcome is not a coincidence, was decided by Fisher

in the last century to be a cut-off for statistical significance. When asked why he chose that specific

number, he said he thought it was a good idea. A great scientific intuition which has served

statisticians well for decades, but we need to understand what it means. A statistically significant

outcome need not exclude a meaningful one. If you were given the option of being in a drug trial

and the chances were 91% that you had a better survival chance in the ivermectin arm, what would

you choose? I would like to urge us all to start thinking for ourselves. Do not believe everything the

commercial and celebrity scientists tell you. Believe in science, but know what is science and what

is dupery that uses science.

22△ ▽
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• Reply •

Recollections May Vary • 6 days ago> Colleen Aldous

"Celebrity scientists" - you said it! Yes, it is sad that funding is not longer provided for real

science. In this great Universe, you will always be a scientist. Your curiosity and intelligence

will always prompt you to look for answers, whether you have a state-of-the-art lab, or

working in your garage. All the best to you.

6△ ▽

• Reply •

What Now • 6 days ago> Colleen Aldous

Good comment. There is a certain amount of suspicion over the contents in those vaccine

vials.Documents released,some through FOIA, some though whistleblowers,leakers,private

lab analysis ect indicate a more sinister agenda. As a scientist,are those suspicions

justified?

2△ ▽

• Reply •

Fred Perry • 5 days ago> Colleen Aldous

Science and Mathematics have been found to be racist in the new SA. According to an

indigenous UCT student Western modernity is the problem that decolonisation directly deals

with - 'we are going to decolonise by having knowledge that is produced by us‚ that speaks

to us and that is able to accommodate knowledge from our perspective.'

△ ▽

• Reply •

A Call for Honesty • 6 days ago> Colleen Aldous

Please make an effort to use paragraphs - perhaps 4 in this case? It will make your

comment easier to read and increase its impact. You could also have made the Ivermectin

example simpler. Remember, most readers are non scientists.

As far as scientific funding, which in European countries is often government funding, the

sensational research like HIV attracts most funding while in reality "boring" research far

more frequently produces the benefical results.

△ ▽

• Reply •

Coenraad De Buys • 6 days ago> A Call for Honesty

(in jest) Colleen is (she says) a scientist. She is not an author. Next you'd ask

Newton and Einstein and other scientists and the algorithm-boys to write a formula

we all can read and understand...

△ ▽

ExAfricaSemperAliquidStultum • 6 days ago • edited

1. There never was a pandemic

2. The virus (manufactured by stupid Cyril's Chinese owners) has a 99% survivability rate. That

makes it less harmful than ordinary flu.

3. Vaccines provide immunity. There is NO vaccine for this virus

4. People who have had the injection are more likely to get the infection, and get it in a worse way.

5. The so-called vaccine has various side effects, ranging from feeling ill to paralysis and death.

6. The emergency was declared invalid by the High court. No measure needs to be obeyed by
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• Reply •

anyone.

7. Ivermectin and HCQ are proven to be effective.

8. These idiots in the ANC have never held real jobs or run businesses - so they have no idea what

they are doing.

13△ ▽

• Reply •

Jac Inadoos • 7 days ago • edited

Great article Brian! I read "States of Panic and the New Medieval" when it came out and your

insight is amazing. It also illustrates the value of the history of how these crooked schemes have

happened before. This quote comes to mind "All of this has happened before. And will happen

again—the same plot from beginning to end, the identical staging." Who said that? - Marcus

Aurelius 5th Emperor of Rome the year 180!

Hmmm...........no wonder the woke mob always try to get rid of history!

11△ ▽

• Reply •

MSP2 • 7 days ago

More bluntly the vaccine has no effect on the current strain. The serious cardiovascular side effects

are unfortunately not mentioned. Once again the Public have become the best Public health

experts and are not going to take this medication. The bizarre pandemic laws needed to tested in a

court and not in a journal by academic group think sheep.

9△ ▽

Sad Days • 6 days ago

Omicron is less dangerous than a cold. We know that as a fact. It is only dangerous, like any virus,

to those with compromised immune systems.

We also know that anyone who took one jab of the covid vaccine has lost 50% of their immune

system. 2 jabs and it is 70% loss. 3 jabs and it is 80% loss. THESE people, the ones that got

jabbed, are the ones getting sick now and dying. Not just of Covid, but cancer rates are rocketing

as are heart problems.

This is why the stats show clearly that if you have been jabbed, within a few months you are much

more likely to catch and die of covid.

The US army stats show that death rates are 10 times higher that in the pre vaxxing era. US data

from funeral companies show that US deaths are 12 times higher now in the vaccine era.

Steve Kirsch's team of data analysts show that at least 150,000 Americans have been killed by the

vaccine ... probably more like 500,000.

Anyone who still thinks you should take the covid vaccine is trying to injure or kill you. It is that

simple. If anyone is still in any doubt, go to Steve Kirsch's website and read a dozen of his

newsletters. He will even give you a million dollars if you can prove him wrong. He is that sure of

the data.

https://stevekirsch.substac...
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• Reply •

End this dangerous madness now. Tell any party that pushes this that they will lose your vote. Tell

any company pushing it that they will lose your business. And, if they did force you, and you got

sick or a relative was killed from it, take them to court.

7△ ▽

• Reply •

Nodrog • 7 days ago

Thank you for a well researched and lucid article. I fear that the conclusions reached are absolutely

correct, and that we, the citizens of this country will once again be forced to pay for the corruption

and incompetence of it's leaders. May God have mercy upon us all...

5△ ▽

• Reply •

Geoff Smailes • 6 days ago> Nodrog

... except the anc !

1△ ▽

• Reply •

Geoff Coles • 6 days ago

...but it can't be China, or Russia.... they are Cyril's friendly Masters!

4△ ▽

• Reply •

Coenraad De Buys • 6 days ago> Geoff Coles

No, it is not China or Russia that "forced' this unto you and I; it is the WEF and WHO and

UN and the governments of Western countries (UK, USA, EU, Oz, NZ) and Western Big

Pharma and Western Media that did this.

△ ▽

Ingrid Luyt • 6 days ago

I wonder whether Brian Pottinger might find this interview of interest? Particularly the bit that

mentions that a lawsuit has been or is intended to be filed with our ConCourt?

▶
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• Reply •3△ ▽

• Reply •

Fred Perry • 7 days ago

The nazification of the anc is gathering speed !

3△ ▽

• Reply •

ExAfricaSemperAliquidStultum • 6 days ago> Fred Perry

Actually, that is how they started out.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

Mark • 5 days ago • edited

This is copied from someone........Among all the vaccines I have known in my life (diphtheria,

tetanus, measles, rubella,

chickenpox, hepatitis, meningitis and tuberculosis), I want to also add flu and pneumonia. I have

never seen a vaccine that forced me to wear a mask and maintain my social distance, even when

you are fully vaccinated. I had never heard of a vaccine that spreads the virus even after

vaccination. I had never heard of rewards, discounts, incentives to get vaccinated. I never saw

discrimination for those who didn't. If you haven't been vaccinated no one has tried to make you

feel like a bad person. I have never seen a vaccine that threatens the relationship between family,

colleagues and friends. I have never seen a vaccine used to threaten livelihoods, work or school. I

have never seen a vaccine that would allow a 12-year-old to override parental consent. After all the

vaccines I listed above, I have never seen a vaccine like this one, which discriminates, divides and

judges society as it is. And as the social fabric tightens… It's a powerful vaccine! She does all

these things except IMMUNIZATION. If we still need a booster dose after we are fully vaccinated,

and we still need to get a negative test after we are fully vaccinated, and we still need to wear a

mask after we are fully vaccinated, and still be hospitalized after we have been fully vaccinated, it

will likely come to “It's time for us to admit that we've been completely deceived."

2△ ▽

shotofhealth • 6 days ago

Brian, if you are still having to ask questions about why this is happening then, with all due respect,

you haven't been listening.

Nobody has been "vaccinated". The sheeple who took the lethal injection have been poisoned with

a so-called experimental technology that alters the human genome, destroys the immune system

and will eventually kill most of the recipients. I say "so-called" experimental technology because I

firmly believe that the producers of this lethal injection know EXACTLY what they are doing and

what the effects will be.

All that needs to be done now is for people to simply say "NO" to the measures, "NO" to the lethal

injection and a big fat "NO" to the digital currency, digital passport and giving away our biometric
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• Reply •

data to anyone, let alone a bank or a cellphone company.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

Passerby • 6 days ago

Why do you insist on referring to Ramageddon by the title "President" Ramaphosa every time? It

affords him a respect he doesn't deserve.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

A Call for Honesty • 6 days ago> Passerby

I think it was on this website someone called him President Frogboiler?

△ ▽

• Reply •

Passerby • 6 days ago> A Call for Honesty

That is actually David Bullard's name for him, after his remarks at, if I'm not

mistaken, the constitutional negotiations back then, where he is reported to have

said that the whites will be boiled like frogs by the cANCer's gradual process of

working them out of everything.

△ ▽

• Reply •

Johan Marneweck • 6 days ago • edited

see more

1st of all there is no such animal as the "Covid19" virus. [not proven nor purified nor isolated,

further more it means C=see ovid= sheep in old Greek 19= a military term for giving over to the

enemy. So it means "See the sheep waving the white flag"]

2nd, The "Jab" is a program to cull the world population [The Billy goat said it openly they will be

happy if they can reduce the world population by at least 15% through vaccines] ,

3rd, Our so called government was bought to implement this and they failed to reach the

benchmark 70%, now they are in deep trouble,

4th, The Squirrel is one of Klaus Schwab new world leaders and programmed to bring in the new

world order [build back better where all the slaves will own nothing and be happy]

5th, It was a wonderful golden opportunity for corruption and bribery as already been proven,

6th, Some factions in the Corporation masquerading as a government are high on "Acid", giving

them the illusion that they have great power over the slaves and they cannot let this power grab slip

out of their hands,

7th, All rules and regulation pertaining to this hoax/fraud are being introduced to trace and have all

our details on record so they can implement their digital control aka China, where if you don't obey

their directives, you will be ostracised from society and prohibited to earn a living for you and your

family unless you repent and agree they are your master and obey as they tell you to do,

1△ ▽

Paul • 7 days ago

The anc’s chinese masters won’t appreciate the implications that this flu strain was engineered by

them. It’s the flu comrades, get over it.
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• Reply •1△ ▽

• Reply •

What Now • 7 days ago> Paul

Some new information emerging that the virus was not "created " in China, only released

there. Sorry, can't post links on this comment section.

1△ ▽

• Reply •

Paul • 6 days ago>What Now

Agreed, as clear evidence shows that some chap call Fauci had a hand?

1△ ▽

• Reply •

What Now • 6 days ago> Paul

More than a hand.

△ ▽

• Reply •

Sad Days • 6 days ago>What Now

Increasing evidence that Moderna created it.

△ ▽

• Reply •

What Now • 6 days ago> Sad Days

Seems that way ,yes. However the country where it might have been created

could cause a whole new "cat among the pigeons".

△ ▽

• Reply •

Sad Days • 6 days ago>What Now

Ukraine ?

△ ▽

• Reply •

What Now • 6 days ago> Sad Days

Can't say for sure but some saying very possible. Need to wait until further

info released. Try dailymail in the uk. Header reads Hunter biden helped

secure millions in funding.... Do a dig on Metabiota

△ ▽

• Reply •

ExAfricaSemperAliquidStultum • 6 days ago> Paul

I'd rather they get it. Having had the deadly jab, we might well get rid of all of them

△ ▽

• Reply •

Gerard • 4 days ago

Wait until they find out that a level 3 Hazardous Biological Agent for an airborne pathogen requires

every workplace to install airlocks, a sealed negative air pressure environment and HEPA filters for

all exhaust air. Seems practical...

△ ▽
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• Reply •

Barrie-Ann Basson • 5 days ago

Brilliantly worded and well researched article, why indeed do we continue not to fight the ANC,

maddening! However, what does the 'me too' movement have to do with this? Nothing.

△ ▽

Lindi • 6 days ago

I agree with everything that you’ve written here. Just ‘as it is’ . The Truth.
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